Model Type RF
Floor Mounting

RF Models (back view)

For Radiators

20” to 60” Long - Use 2 KR10 Post Mounts, one at each end

62” to 138” Long - Use 3 KR10 Post Mounts, one at each end, one at the center

140” to 236” Long - Use 4 KR10 Post Mounts, one at each end, two distributed evenly in the middle

238” to 296” Long - Use 5 KR10 Post Mounts, one at each end, three distributed evenly in the middle

298” to 354” Long - Use 6 KR10 Post Mounts, one at each end, four distributed evenly in the middle

NOTE: The nuts and bolts to connect the K12 Wall Bracket and the LDB Lockdown bracket to the KR10 Floor Post are to be provided by others.